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and Learning
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“Assessment plays a crucial role 

in supporting learning as well as 

in measuring learning”

From the guide: Approaches to 
Teaching and Learning
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What is the difference between teaching and learning?



What happens when we focus on teaching…..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWo0dm16wLY


What does it look like when we focus on learning?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uP7O2mM10A


Formative vs Summative assessment

At your school how do you 

define formative and 

summative assessment?

An analogy…..



How does the IB define formative assessment?

From the guide: Approaches to 
Teaching and Learning

Although the two are inherently linked, an important distinction must be 

made between formal IB assessment and the supporting formative 

assessment processes that schools develop for themselves. Formative 

assessment encompasses “all those activities undertaken by teachers, 

and/or by their students, which provide information to be used as feedback 

to modify the teaching and learning activities in which they are engaged” 

(Black and Wiliam 1998: 7) Formative assessment is, therefore, a tool or 

process that teachers can use to improve student learning; it is about 

assessment for learning, rather than simply assessment of learning.
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The research behind the IB approach to 

formative assessment

From the guide: Approaches to 
Teaching and Learning
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Using formative assessment to…..inform teaching

“....instruction is more effective than feedback.  Feedback can only build on 

something; it is of little use when there is no initial learning or surface learning.”



Using formative assessment to…..inform teaching

How do we know if students understand a concept in our classroom?

How do we know if students understand a concept 

in our classroom

● Class discussions

● Entry or exit tickets

● Quiz

● Might ask “Why doesn’t understand?”

● We can look at body language

Lots more ideas

But here is our challenge:  How do we adjust our 

teaching if a student doesn’t understand?



Using formative assessment to inform your teaching

Dwight has been tasked to 

“teach” emergency 

procedures.  He tried a 

powerpoint presentation, 

but they are “boring” and 

no one payed attention.  

Can you share a time when 

you adjusted your teaching 

strategies in response to “no 

one paying attention?”

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1V7qc0um8kM


Using formative assessment to…..inform teaching

How do we adjust our teaching if a student doesn’t understand?

We have to go back to thinking about the difference 

between teaching and learning

● Intervention

● Vary instruction for every concept

Direct instruction: explain through text

Direct instruction: explain through the diagram

Real life examples.  Trump and tariffs on China; Negative 

oil prices

Simulations

Newspaper articles

Ask students to develop an economic solution:  

COVID-19 has created an economic slowdown.  Solve it.



Using formative assessment to…..inform learning

The IB says that formative assessment must inform teaching and learning.

Hattie says an essential component of formative assessment is feedback.



Using formative assessment to…..inform learning

Feedback needs to be “clear, purposeful, meaningful and compatible with 

prior learning.”



How can you adjust these strategies to be effective?
1. Writing “well done” on the bottom of an essay?

2. Writing “6” on the bottom of an essay

3. Writing 30 comments on an essay

4. Writing lots of lovely insightful comments 

5. Returning marked homework 3 months later

Some excellent ideas….
➔ Align feedback with IB assessment criteria

➔ Turnitin allows you to save comments that you can reuse

➔ Use model answers to demonstrate the difference between 

a “6” student response and a “7” response

➔ Allow students time to reflect on written feedback and 

create a plan to improve

Using formative assessment to…..inform learning

Checklist for effective strategies:

1. Is the feedback clear?

2. Is the feedback purposeful?

3. Is the feedback meaningful?

4. Is the feedback compatible 

with prior learning?

Think about some feedback strategies that you use now...are they effective?

How do you give effective 
feedback in your classroom?



Using summative assessment to…..inform learning

“Too often, (summative) assessments are used to provide snapshots 

of learning….”



Using summative assessment to…..inform learning

What happens in your classroom when you return a test?

Our challenge it is create an environment where students look 

enthusiastically through their test uncover their mistakes, and 

create strategies to improve.



Teaching IBDP Economics as informed by Assessment

Do students understand their mistakes?

➔ Go through the answers in class

➔ Handout a model answer

Do students understand how to improve?

➔ After going through the answers, students identify 

their weaknesses.  Put together a plan to improve

Do students reflect on their performance?

➔ Students write a reflection on a google form;  

describing their strengths and weaknesses and 

articulate a strategy to improve

➔ I cut and paste it into the electronic gradebook

Checklist for effective strategies:

1. Do students reflect on their 

performance?

2. Do students understand their 

mistakes?

3. Do students  understand how 

to improve?



Using assessment to…..inform learning

Summative Assessment:
Should be more than a “snapshot” of learning

Checklist for effective strategies:

1. Do students reflect on their 

performance?

2. Do students understand their 

mistakes?

3. Do students  understand how 

to improve?

Formative Assessment:
It’s only formative assessment if we use to 
inform learning

Teaching vs Learning: Our challenge is to communicate economics concepts to students who all learn 
in different ways.  



Q & A
Any questions?



Thank you for attending
Jen Olmsted


